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Internal Control and Audit System
Internal Control
The Company have to provide the assessment of adequacy of internal control system,
comprising the 5 sections: 1. Control Environment, 2. Risk Management, 3. Control Activities, 4.
Information and Communication, and 5. Monitoring Activities. The Company’s Board of Directors
deems that the Company provides an adequacy of Internal Control. There is also has the Risk
management Committee to review the system and evaluate the effectiveness of risk management
throughout the year.
The Company not only has had sufficient internal control on its transactions related to the
major shareholders, directors, executives or their related parties, but also its Board of Directors
have encouraged the management to continuously improve the quality of the internal control to
strengthen Good Corporate Governance.
The Risk Management Committee prepared an Assessment of Adequacy of Internal Control
Questionnaire for the year 2018 to be responded by the Company’s management, and was already
reviewed by The Audit Committee.
Assessment of Adequacy of Internal Control System
The Board of Directors considered the assessment of the Company’s adequacy of internal control
for 2018, as described under of the following 5 sections:
Section 1

Control Environment

The Company’s Board of Directors were responsible for directing the Company’s business
operations, setting business targets for short term (1 year), medium term (5 years) and long term (10
years), along with annual budgeting process, with periodical follow-ups, and also reviews or
revisions on the business plan during the implementation in accordance with the situations over
time, meanwhile brought to the Board of Directors for consideration and approval.
The Board of Directors has considered setting the target on the operations with
circumspection and review that it can comply with the actual targets by analyzing the incentive and
remuneration for its employees to be justified.
The Company has clearly defined its organizational structure, separating the administration
into two parts, which are the production and maintenance functions, and the support functions, for
the management’s convenience and optimal efficiency in operations.
In 2018, the Company revised the Company’ Business Code of Conduct, which laid out the
ethical policy and business code of conduct and with regard to ethics for the management and
employees to be prohibited from actions that would cause any conflicts of interest with the
Company and its business partners, including establishing policies and practices guide in anticorruption according to the company has adoption to the Thai Institute of Directors as a member of
the Private Sector Collective Action Coalition against Corruption Program as well as the
determination of penalties for violations.
The Company has made out the concise written policy and work procedures concerning
financial transactions, procurement and general administration that have prevented frauds, also with
authorization limits clearly stated.
The Company has continuously developed the information systems as a tool to control
possible frauds as well.
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To lay out the policy and action plans, the Company has taken fair treatment to the business
partners into consideration, by stating the policy and practical principles in the Company’s Business
Code of Conduct for the management and employees to keep good relationship with all business
partners, as well as a measure on treating the business partners honestly, equally, keep
confidentiality, and prohibited to receive gifts from the business partners.
Section 2

Risk Management

The Company stipulated that the Management to have a meeting every week. Management of
each area will present operation performance together with problem and risk facing in order to find
solution and prevention
The Risk Management Committee will analyze and report progress of characteristics of risk
and direction of risk management to maximize benefit to the Company.
The Risk Management Committee stipulated measures to appraise the efficiency of risk
control in various areas and to reduce possible risks that may affect the Company’s operation.
The Risk Management Committee has defined the Annual Risk Management Plan and
assigned the Management to proceed with the actions in accordance with the Plan and then report
back to the Risk Management Committee.
Section 3

Control Activities

The Company clearly separated the responsibilities of each function with work flow provided,
clearly reviewed the regulation on approval authorization in financial and operational matters for the
Management to manage the operations with most efficiency. The Company is aware of the importance
of a good system of internal control because the good system will be well able to help prevent,
administrate and manage a variety of risks or damages which may occur to the Company and its
stakeholders.
The Company has determined the measure and procedure for related transactions, and the
policy for conflicts of interest altogether in the codes of conduct for the management and employees,
with assigning the internal audit department to continuously perform audits and report direct to Audit
Committee. Moreover, the Company prohibits any interested parties from approving transactions that
would lead to conflicts of interest. In decision making to approve any transactions, the Company
mainly viewed the most benefits in a long run. If any transactions were likely to cause conflicts of
interest, they had to be reported to Audit Committee or brought to Audit Committee for opinions, as
the case may be.
The Company followed up the actions to be taken under the bound contracts and agreements
continuously. The Company has had the measures to keep its operations in conformity to the laws to
minimize its business risks by employing an external specialized legal counsel to help review
documents and give consultation on several proceedings. The Company also has internal audit
department to perform audits based on the rules, regulations and laws concerned.
Section 4

Information and Communication

The Company gives importance to the quality of information and communication systems that
are crucial support to efficient internal control performance, with the following administrative
guideline for information system:
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In the Board of Directors’ Meetings, Secretary to the Board and the management prepared
documents and details of the important agenda for Board of Directors’ consideration in advance as
information for decision making. And if there were additional details afterwards, the Company
provided them as supplemental meeting materials sent to the Board of Directors before or on the day
of meeting.
The Company sent the Board of Directors’ Meeting invitation letters and the minutes of the
previous meetings together with the meeting materials to the Company’s Directors for their
information each meeting in advance, on average 7 days prior to the day of meeting.
The Company made out minutes of the Board of Directors’ Meetings, recording the
significant information as well as suggestions, comments and objections (if any), and brought the
minutes to the Board of Directors for acceptance in the following meetings. Chairman of the Board
gave chances to the Directors to independently rectify or add contents to the minutes.
The Company arranged storing places for accounting entries documents and important
documents by category
The Company has applied the accounting policy of Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, under the control and audit by external certified auditors.
The Company has had proper internal communication systems and channels. In addition, the
Company has provided the external interested parties with communication channels via its website
and e-mail.
Section 5

Monitoring Activities

The management reported the performance results to Executive Committee and the
Company’s Board of Directors every quarter. In addition, the Company prepared the annual budget
for the following year, and would use it as benchmark for the performance appraisal and make
systematic comparative analysis report to the Board of Directors.
The Company arranged management meetings weekly to follow up operation results and
comparison with the targets and discuss the ways for corrective actions in case the targets were not
achieved. Moreover, the Project Committee was appointed to support the Company’s targets aiming at
development of the operational systems to control the operations as targeted.
The Company arranged for audits on conformity to the established internal control system
regularly by the internal audit department making a yearly audit plan that covered finance, operations
and the actions taken under the regulations and laws concerned to evaluate efficiency and
effectiveness, and also to audit the conformity to the existing internal control system.
The audit result report and progress report. The internal audit department was assigned to
report direct to the Audit Committee, follow up and evaluate the significant corrective actions in order
to present to Audit Committee and the Board of Directors.
The Company has a policy that its management to have duty and responsibility to report to
the Board of Directors regarding the decisions made that significantly affected or might affect the
Company’s reputation and financial position, including the problems found, such as frauds or illegal
actions.
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